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Across
1. A set of rules concerning how a 

country will be governed

3. This person was a Quebec lawer and 

polotitian, he was also a spokesperson for 

the Francophones

5. This person hoped that combining 

Upper and Lower Canada would make 

french culture disappear

7. A vote where people agree of disagree 

on a law proposed by the government

8. Wanting to seperate from a country to 

become a distinct soviety

12. This person wat the 2nd govener of 

Quebec, he really wanted to keep Canadian 

culture

15. People who remained loyal to Britin

19. A fight between the Metis and NWMP

21. Own legislature in each province that 

makes and enforces laws

24. The union of present day Ontario, 

Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick

26. Became a territory in 1999

27. Present day Quebec, the people were 

Catholic and spoke French

28. Present day Ontario, the people were 

Prodestant and spoke English

29. This proposed that Quebec would 

become a distinct society with strong ties to 

Canada

30. This person supported Fernch and 

English working together

Down
2. 3 provinces in Canada are this term

4. The action of being able to be free to 

do what you want

6. This act marked the begining of 

confederation

9. The vote to see of Quebec would 

become a distinct society

10. Forced people to join the armed forces

11. People whoes first language is English

13. Proposed act of declaring English and 

French the official languages of Canada

14. Hoped that combining Upper and 

Lower Canada would stop the USA from 

taking control

16. Being extreamly proud of your country

17. Charter of the French language

18. This act gave the gocernment control 

over the Aboriginal people (reserves)

20. This person always wore a rose, he 

passed the oficial languages act

22. New France became a British colony 

of Quebec

23. The father of Manitoba, he attempted 

to nagotiate the Metis rights with the 

government

25. People whoes first language is French


